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MH17, The Number 17, Nicholas 2nd
And The Western Ruling Elites’ 1000
Year War On Christianity!

by Marcus Godwyn for the Saker blog

“Oh what a tangled web we weave when first we practice to deceive.” Walter Scott.

Many many studies have been conducted, articles written, film documentaries made and many

theories put forward, some very credible and others, well, less credible, of which the official,

western, JIT theory is only one and one of the least credible, in the nearly five years since

Malaysian Boeing MH17 crashed out of the sky into the fields of eastern Ukraine, killing all

passengers and crew on board, in an area that just months before, had become a civil war zone

thanks to the western overthrow of the legitimate Ukrainian government and it’s replacement by

rabidly anti Russian fanatics whom the west was now going to use as a weapon against Russian

leaning Ukrainians and above all, against Russia herself.

This article does not intend to join them. I am not going to be analyzing any of the evidence or be

presenting any new evidence. I want to concentrate on whether the massive western propaganda

campaign, the nature of the western led “inquiry” and the extraordinary amount of coincidences or

syncronicities around the MH17 story, can point us to the true culprit or not and whether they can

tell us anything about the true nature of those who are the actual rulers of the Anglo Saxon world

and The EU and whether they have a secret, hidden agenda; radically different from the one they

present for public consumption. Especially bearing in mind the fact that surely the most powerful of

all these “coincidences”: the date of the atrocity, has barely been mentioned anywhere, including

in the Russian media and when it has, it has been, very mistakenly in my opinion, only as an

aside of negligible significance.

First of all let’s have a very brief recount of where we stand so far (2  week of July 2019) as it

has recently been announced that, based on “evidence” collected by the Dutch investigation

board: JIT, four individuals, three Russians and one Ukrainian are going to be put on trial (certainly

in absentia) next March-2020 in The Netherlands for “their part” in the downing of MH17.

Let us remind ourselves of what a normal investigation into the causes of an air disaster consists

of. It consists of information from the black boxes, air traffic control recordings, any satellite

recordings and information available as well as evidence collected from the crash site, witness’
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testimony etc.

In the case of MH17 however we have virtually none of these!

The black boxes were found by the Donbass defense force first responders and were duly handed

to Malaysian representatives who then handed them the the British which means they are

certainly under the control of MI6 hence we have had and will have ZERO information as to what

they recorded.

The Air traffic control recordings were confiscated by the Ukrainian secret services immediately

after the plane went down and have never been heard of since.

US Secretary of State John Kerry stated publicly the day after the attack, “We know exactly who

fired the missile and where it was fired from”. It is a proven fact that the US did have a satellite

exactly above the area at the time but as to what that satellite recorded, we just have to take

John Kerry’s word for that. The US has steadfastly refused to make that data public.

The investigating committee (JIT) is comprises representatives from Ukraine, Holland, Belgium

and Australia. Malaysia, who’s plane and crew MH17 were, was originally excluded from the

inquiry completely but was later admitted after five months due to their vigorous protests. The

Malaysian government is becoming increasingly bold in its criticism of the whole affair complaining

that information is being withheld from them by the other members and stating openly that it seems

the purpose of the “investigation” from the start was to frame Russia. This obviously begs the

question: was the purpose of the crash itself to frame Russia?

Russia has been totally excluded from the inquiry from day one in spite of having provided a huge

amount of evidence and investigative information. The plane was only a few minutes away from

entering Russian airspace and Rostov air traffic control was preparing to take over its guidance.

Since the US, EU masterminded putsch 6 months before, the Ukrainian government and its organs

had been and are US puppets, albeit difficult to control puppets, yet it is exclusively their

“evidence” that the JIT investigation relies on.

Coverup?

Any sane person can only draw one conclusion from all this and that is that the inquiry is not an

inquiry at all but a coverup! Furthermore. In its most recent revelations released, (by coincidence

of course), two weeks before the FIFA World Cup Championship was due to kick off in Russia last

year, the JIT stated that they had found the serial number of the alleged Buk missile among the

wreckage and publicly displayed photographs of it. It has since been proved that this missile was

sent from The Russian Soviet Socialist Republic to the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic in

1986 when both were republic constituents of the same country: The USSR and the rocket

belonged to the same army: The Soviet Army.

The Russians have proved that the missile remained under the control of the Ukrainian army and

in the territory of Ukraine after the break up of the USSR in 1991 and was still in the inventory of

the now western backed Ukrainian post putsch forces in 2014. In other words: the so called JIT

“inquiry” has been caught in the tangled web of their own lies and told the world that a Ukrainian

owned and not Russian missile was used for this crime. (claims that a fighter jet was used too are

highly credible but as promised; such claims are not the subject of this article) Were this

information somehow untrue, all Ukraine has to do is produce the missile. Instead their silence is

deafening. As of course is the silence on this matter from all western media and politicians.

The west hoist by its own petard!

This damning evidence combined with the crucially important question of motive; vital to any crime

investigation, points in only one direction: that the number one suspect by far for this crime is

Ukraine!

What did post the post putsch Ukrainian leadership have to gain from the demise of

MH17?

Those resisting the US, EU led nationalist coup d’etat; first and foremost the Donbass defense

fighters who were being accused of firing the missile themselves, of looting and disrespecting the

crash site and victims (completely falsely as it turns out) and then by default, fifty percent of the

country before Crimea returned home to the Motherland on the 18  of March 2014, which is

Russian speaking and Russian leaning were immediately demonised in the west due to the

massive media propaganda onslaught! The demonisation of Russia who was being accused of
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providing the missile, in some cases specifically for the purpose, and of President Putin

personally reached a fever pitch in the west as yet unsurpassed to this day. The EU’s reluctance

to go along with massive US sanctions on Russia which were going to and have hurt the EU far

more than the US, evaporated over night and the sanctions were duly imposed.

All of this was manna from heaven to the new Ukrainian leadership who were quite literally

dreaming at the time that The US and NATO would not only attack the Donbass defense forces

and crush them but also take back by force and reinstate Ukraine’s annexation of Crimea that had

taken place with western help in 1991, but then attack and destroy Russia itself so they, the

Ukrainians would become the new Russia.

Crazy you might say? You would of course be right; but I promise you I have known many

Ukrainian nationalists personally and this is exactly the craziness that had been growing, fertilized

and encouraged by the west since the time of Bismark, that overcame them in that year of 2014!

Westerners are almost certainly unaware of just how far this craziness had gone. Articles were

being published in the Ukrainian mainstream stating that mankind originated not in Africa but “in

Ukraine!” that Buddha and Jesus Christ were actually ancient Ukrainians! Now these people’s

dream was coming true. They had been placed in power by the “mighty” United States and the

“mighty” European Union. The entire panoply of western leaders and their medias were backing

them and seemingly moving in for the kill on “the great Satan” as they saw it: Russia and Vladimir

Putin himself! A few little hiccups like the resistance of Donbass and neighbouring regions to the

putschists and the “temporary” loss of Crimea would soon be put right by the all powerful west!

This was the psychopathically charged atmosphere into which MH17 flew, being redirected by

Ukrainian air traffic control to a lower altitude and a couple of hundred kilometers northwards to fly

directly over the combat zone on the late afternoon of 17-07-2014.

All of this obviously leads straight to the one question which is:

What exactly is this western coverup covering up?

Is it covering up the possibility that this was the independent work of some of the ultra nationalist,

Russophobe, neo-Nazi elements out of control of the Kiev government? (There were and are

plenty such elements). We should bare in mind that, while far from new, the Buk missile system is

a sophisticated killing machine that requires minimally three or four personnel to operate it with

considerable training so the possibility of the attack having been a spontaneous decision is

almost negligible.

Is it covering up the involvement of the west’s new Ukrainian government and if so, to what level?

The highest level? Or: is it covering up the possibility that Ukraine did this with premeditated

outside help? And YES folks! Premeditated outside help means in collaboration with one or

several western governments, secret services, NATO and or NGOs who had helped place this

band of hand picked by US neo-cons, virulent Russophobes in power in February of the same

year and who also had equal, massive concurrent and coordinated motive to achieve all the

results I have outlined above in order to force through their regime change in Russia – destruction

of Russia, agenda.

Let us now remind ourselves of the number one immediate purpose, among many, of the western

backed and funded Maidan putsch which was the capture of Crimea for themselves and within

that, that capture of the Sevastopol Russian naval base for NATO.

“He who controls Crimea controls the Black Sea”

The west very much wanted that control and at the same time to deprive Russia of her historical

position there. There are other reasons less obvious but vitally important for the western elites’

historical obsession with Crimea which we will get to soon. These same western elites were still

seething with anger that their plan had been thwarted so efficiently on the orders of Vladimir Putin

in person. The fact that Vladimir Putin in person only ordered the operation to save Crimea after

confirming that the population of the peninsular were overwhelmingly and energetically behind

reunification with Russia which, in light of the Kiev putsch, they now saw as a matter of life and

death, knowing full well that the new masters in Kiev and beyond across the pond were committed

to their expulsion or destruction, was and is a matter of total irrelevance to the rulers of the

western world.

It should not be forgotten either, that back then the arrogance of the western elites and their

surety in their own prejudice and propaganda vis a vis Russia led them to believe that Vladimir

Putin could be easily overthrown as Russian elites and ordinary people would turn against him
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under the threat of being sanctioned by and ostracized from the west; to their own deluded egos,

equivalent to being excommunicated by The Pope in the middle ages.

All the anti Russian propaganda coups they had cooked up since Vladimir Putin came to power

however (including some pretty extreme ones such as the Litvinenko affair) had failed to turn

popular opinion in Russia against him. On the contrary. The Russian president’s popularity was

increasing steadily in spite of some genuine turbulence and dis-satisfaction, critically not pro

western as such, around 2011-2012 and Russia was going from strength to strength. Wasn’t it

time to come up with something even stronger, even more intense? A false flag of such emotional

impact that it would turn the whole world and the Russian people against their government and

president and allow the west to regain control of this vast multi ethnic empire; something it thought

it had achieved in October 1917 and again in 1991 when the west succeeded in splintering the

Russian world into many different countries, the majority of which, including Ukraine, had never

existed before as nation states. The next step was of course going to be the dismemberment of

Russia herself but something was going wrong with this plan, “some strange force” was apparently

impeding the inevitable triumph of what the west calls “ freedom and democracy” but what

conscious people all over the world know as the nightmare of western imperialism. Not to mention

that quite literally, on the ground, the attacks on Donbass ordered by Ukrainian president Petro

Prorshenko at the behest of The US and EU were failing quite spectacularly so the west was

going to have to up the ante very considerably if it was going to achieve its goals this time round.

So I repeat. Here we clearly see a huge motive for the western elites to come up with a false flag,

of which they had already created so many and some so massive in order to advance their

globalist agendas around the world.

While discussing motive; it must be clear to anyone that Russia and her government had

absolutely ZERO motive to get involved in any such act even if one takes the most cynical and

jaded world view point of governments in general.

What made the downing of MH17 so powerful?

Of all the blows and propaganda strikes against Russia since V.V. Putin came to power, MH17

was by far the most powerful. I was online in France with time to devote as the story broke and its

immediate emotional impact was colossal. Please understand that I am not losing sight of the fact

that 298 innocent people lost their lives in this tragedy leaving 298 grieving families and circles of

friends. Unfortunately air and other disasters happen and this was not the first one in my life or

anybody else’s by far and yet the feeling this time was different, much more intense. As I watched

various media outlets, RT, France 24, BBC World, CNN, this feeling increased. One invitee on the

BBC actually said “The Russians are canny operators and would not get involved in anything like

this” within an hour or so however, all western media had fallen into line and were shouting the

“Russia did it” mantra from every side. It is a known fact that propaganda is more effective and

can be injected into the target audience more deeply and permanently when that audience is in a

state of emotional shock.

RT were quite frankly in a blind panic and all individuals on screen at the time were clearly reeling

from the same level of shock as were I and millions of others around the world. That shock was

the “rational” (Rationality is in fact surely one of the most subjective of concepts) shock of so

many deaths including eighty children, the realisation that there was more to this than meets the

eye but also something beyond. It was as if the whole world had changed somehow. The very air

seemed different. It had different energy and vibration and all seemed darkness and void! I can

admit to having had a presentiment of this feeling of black emptiness the day after the putsch in

Ukraine. That was my wake up call. Evil would now fountain faster into the world through that

putsch.

Not the first time I had such a feeling.

I personally missed the destruction of the World Trade Center by forty eight hours but this feeling

of inexplicable intensity concerning a public tragedy I had felt once before and that was

concerning the death of Diana Princess of Wales. The Diana connection here is an important

example for the following reason and in writing what I’m now going to write, I do not want to

disrespect the Lady in any way shape or form, especially knowing what I now know about her life,

but my own feelings and tastes are my own and this is how it was. Unlike so many of my

compatriots, I was not interested in Diana! AT ALL! I was not interested in her as a woman! I

didn’t find her particularly beautiful and certainly not sexy. Neither was I interested in her

intellectually and particularly looked down on her appalling taste in popular music. (Yes! I was a
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snob and I’m still struggling with that) In fact I would go as far as to say that she irritated me but

when I woke up in London on the morning of 31-08-1997 to the news that she had been killed in a

car crash in Paris where I had been living till a few months before and was still very much in a tale

of these two cities, I was totally shocked at the strength of my own reaction. It was not grief as

such, it was as if the whole world had been invaded by some alien force, everything felt

irrevocably different, even the very air seemed alien.

That feeling again.

I met my oldest friend (also not a particular fan of Diana) and went for a walk. “There’s something

weird about the whole thing.” he said. I agreed. Neither of us were thinking about whether there

was more to this than meets the eye, maybe it wasn’t an accident etc. Such ideas did come but

only in the most rational way and were not original or important compared to the seemingly new,

heavy, dark grey world around us with such a startlingly different energy. Darkness and void!

With the same friend I walked along the funeral path in Whitehall and St James Park the evening

before her final journey. Thousands of people were already camping out to watch the cortege

passing ten hours later the following morning. Some were up trees. Whether they would stay there

for ten hours I could not imagine. The atmosphere was so electric with emotion. I had never

known anything quite like it. A side of human psychology and our collective unconscious and

universal susceptibility to mass, intangible phenomena was being revealed to us.

It was of these moments that I was reminded as the shock of MH17 began to sink in and as I saw

the propaganda campaign taking shape and taking form as the evening wore on and more

“revelations” were published about Vkontakte posts bragging about downing an aircraft being

“hurriedly deleted” and a recording of a Donbass and Russian commander talking about shooting

down an aircraft (soon proved to be a montage, which knowing what I know about the sound

editing process must have been prepared in advance) .

Many are those now who do not believe that Diana’s death was an accident and David Icke is

one of the most convincing and most deeply researched on this matter. Why do I say this? Isn’t

David Icke supposed to be one of those “conspiracy nutters” according to mainstream media

some of you might be thinking. Well! Because of empirical evidence. The simple fact is that is that

his explanations account perfectly for the intensity of the emotional and psychological effect this

had on someone like me who did not have any strong emotional connection or even particular

affection for Princess Diana not to mention millions more around the world many of whom had a

closer attachment to her than me.

I’m not going into details here. You can find his explanations on YouTube and he also has a book

out on the subject. Suffice to say that he claims that her death was not just a simple political

assassination for “rational” motives but a ritual murder surrounded by a massive amount of

“coincidences” and symbolism based on ancient history, the ancient significance of the Pont

D’Alama and occult practices that he says the ruling elites of the western (and not only) world are

using to maintain power over us on many levels. He claims that it is this symbolism and

“coincidences” that gives such an “event”, hugely greater emotional power on populations than a

straight forward assassination or terrorist act on a rationally random day at a rationally random

time in a rationally random place.

I am not saying that I know Mr Icke is right anymore than I am saying that I know for certain who

is responsible for shooting down this Boeing; I don’t. This however actually seems a very logical

explanation for the intensity of the emotional outpouring over the death of the young Diana

Princess of Wales and which now leads us back to MH17.

Here is a list of some of the coincidences concerning this Malaysian Boeing.

MH17, a Boeing 777 was brought down 17 years to the very day of its maiden flight on

17-07-1997 which was exactly one year to the very day. 17-07-1996, after TWA Boeing 747

exploded shortly after take off from New York en route for Paris, also in suspicious circumstances

and also killing all passengers and crew on board. I am not a numerologist and do not have any

particular belief in astrology and am not claiming that this in itself is of any significance but it is

simply very strange. Surely no sentient person would not pause for contemplation of such unlikely

synchronicity. This information was being published in mainstream western media shortly after the

event that made me suspicious at first. Were it not true however, someone would have surely

blown the whistle by now.

At almost the exact moment when MH17 was plummeting earthward, Vladimir Putin was landing in
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Moscow after flying from Brazil (hardly a short hop) where he had concluded a five day tour of

Latin American states and signed the first major agreements of the then BRIC countries (Brazil,

Russia, India, China. S, Africa, making it BRICS, would join later) in what was seen by the US, EU

as a major blow the the continuance of western hegemony worldwide. This has led to various

theories being put forward suggesting that in fact this was a botched attempt to bring down Putin’s

plane which does have similar colours to the MH17. However. Personally I find this highly unlikely

if not impossible as the president’s plane did not and would not have flown over post putsch

Ukraine let alone over the war zone. It flew back to Moscow via Polish and Belorussian airspace.

On landing after this mega stint, Putin now had to deal with the fact that the western media and

politicians were howling in unison the he was personally responsible for the deaths of 298

innocent people most of whom were citizens of western countries. I have never seen the Russian

President or cabinet look so tired as they did during a public cabinet meeting the next day in which

they offered condolences, stood for a minute’s silence and pointed out that what ever had actually

happened could not have happened if the west hadn’t overthrown the legitimate government of

Ukraine five months earlier and started the civil war. This may also account for the fact that it took

Russia four days to mount a press conference on the matter which meant that they had no

chance to win back even some of the narrative as far as the western public was concerned.

Many have commented on Christine Legarde’s (Then and to the present day, head of the IMF )

very strange speech on 15-01-2014 where she talked first about the lunar new year and then

repeatedly, the “magic” of the number 7. Hardly the most typical of topics for a head of the

International Monetary Fund at a conference of the National Press Club. Then, very un-magically,

she talked about a G7 meeting to be held in July, the seventh month of that year except that there

wasn’t any G7 at that time but a G8! Russia had, after much prevarication, been allowed to join

making it the G8.

Maybe it was force of habit that caused here to make this gaffe or maybe she knew or was telling

us, or someone that Russia was not going to be there! The IMF was deeply involved in offering

massive loans to Ukraine providing that it pivot westwards towards the EU. US neo-cons including

major government figures were at the time on the streets of Kiev handing out cookies to, and

supporting in far more substantial ways, protesting pro western, anti Russian students and others

who had been occupying the central square of Kiev for some months already. A month later things

would come to a head when snipers opened fire on protestors and police alike in an incident

strikingly reminiscent of the “Bloody Sunday” provocation in Petrograd in 1905. The deaths would

be blamed on the sitting Ukrainian government and Russia herself in the western controlled

Ukrainian media just as the deaths on Bloody Sunday were blamed on the Imperial government

and the Tsar himself by the western controlled Russian media of the day, in both cases falsely and

in both cases leading to an illegal regime change operation conducted by the west. (Albeit on

different scales of time and magnitude) In Kiev 2014, this illegal putsch led to Crimeans organizing

a referendum and Crimea returning to Russia. Russia was promptly and publicly thrown out of the

G8 and the G “magical” 7 was hence reborn.

The date!

There are some biblical connections to the seventeenth day of the seventh month which I will post

as an appendix. The 17  July however has much significance in 20  century history and most of it

but not all is black! By far the most significant event that took place on this date happened near

the Russian city of Ekaterinburg in the small hours of the morning on 17-07-1918. The entire

Russian royal family together with their doctor and aids were butchered like rats in a cellar by the

Bolsheviks in what has now been proved beyond all reasonable doubt to have been a Satanic

ritual murder.

Maybe because of this fact, or maybe not, Hitler chose this date in 1942 to launch the Battle of

Stalingrad, the bloodiest battle in human history which would cost two million lives, Soviet and

German and which would prove to be his undoing and the beginning of the end of what in fact was

another Teutonic invasion of Holy Russia . Maybe because of this, the latter or both, (Or maybe

not) Stalin chose 17-07-1944 to stage the only parade of German prisoners through the streets of

Moscow that ever took place. It was massive including 19 German generals and nearly sixty

thousand prisoners of war. After the German’s passing a fleet of water cannons symbolically

washed the streets cleansing them from the “dirty” invaders. During the intense years of the

second world war on the eastern front the 17  of July would often be a day of breakthroughs and

successes for the Red Army.

Everything we have been taught about Nicholas 2  and the so called “Russian
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Revolution” is a massive lie! The USSR was The Russian Empire under western

occupation!

It is the murder of the Russian Royal family that is the key here. It is the concurrence of these

dates that gave this event so much power and the fact that MH17 was taken down on the same

day 96 years later is, to put it mildly, highly unlikely to be coincidence! Logically speaking the

chances of it being so are 365 to 1 but when taking other factors into account they get even

bigger.

Some of you will be saying to yourselves by now: “But who really cares about the last Tsar of

Russia? That’s some old history now. What can it have to do with MH17 five years ago? It was

very sad but he was a weak, inadequate leader who’s people lived in poverty so he was

overthrown by revolutions. Others who have developed a strong psychological addiction to the

myth of “the oppressed masses” rising up for “liberty and progress” and against a “tyrannical

archaic monarchy” i.e. those who remain trapped in the dark, sect like, mind altering obscurantism

of Marxism, communism and other forms of soul-nullifying collectivism will now be dismissing me

as a crackpot lunatic. Either way these are the two main view points on the massive lie we have

all been taught and the roots and substance of this lie are identical whether you grew up in the

Soviet Union or the so called “democratic” west because the lies were all western lies; in the west

as in The USSR! Only the label on top was different depending on which block you were in. In the

west that label was that the last Tsar was a kindly but ineffectual family man who couldn’t control

his country. In the USSR he was portrayed as a bloody dictator. Interestingly, with the arrival of

Gorbachev, “glasnost & perestroika” Soviet media began to allow articles and programmes

portraying him as a well meaning but weak and ineffectual leader so the western media started

creating programmes portraying Nicholas 2  as a bloody dictator. I remember seeing one

“documentary” on British TV where an American leather jacketed young “journalist” was trying to

get us to believe that the imperial children were constantly trying to kill each other in order to get

closer to the succession. No! Seriously folks!

The western elites! Their own agenda?

It doesn’t take a huge amount of research and observation to see that the western ruling elites

are, in truth utterly obsessed; obsessed over and above almost any other issue, with making sure

that the truly massive web of lies they have successfully got us all to believe concerning Russia in

general and specifically Nicholas 2  and pre revolutionary Russia and the so called “Russian

Revolution” does not start to unravel. The propaganda is never ending. I have never seen a

documentary or programme from America about Imperial Russia or even that just mentions it in

passing where the phrase “Tsarist tyranny” is not systematically used. Not one! In truth, compared

to most 20  century regimes and even what the west is becoming now, no such tyranny ever

existed in imperial Russia. The situation is only slightly better in Europe. The same panoply of lies

is constantly rehashed and is so all pervasive that even genuine truth seekers often get caught up

in the web and end up continuing the deception. In the USSR, the sovereign’s birthday was

obliterated by the creation on 19  of May of Young Pioneer’s Day. (The Young Pioneers were

then Soviet equivalent of boy scouts – girl guides or the Hitler youth of the 3  Reich),
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British royal weddings usually take place in the height of summer but last year Prince Harry got

married on Nicholas 2nd’s one hundred and fiftieth birthday on 19-05-2018. Because of this

“coincidence”, nobody in the western world was going to pay any attention to Nicholas’ birthday.

Chance? Prince Harry chose to wear at one point during the ceremonies a very unusual jacket, in

fact the uniform of the colonel in chief of The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards that Nicholas 2  had

worn on a visit to Britain in 1894. During the preparations for his wedding to Alexandra, he had

been made 1  colonel of the 2  Scots Dragoons. Coincidence or symbolism?

In Russia itself, this is the single most controversial and sensitive issue as the results of Soviet

brainwashing are still very much alive in many people who were at school, university or even just

kindergarten during Soviet times and are still deeply affected by lies that were expertly injected

into them from infancy onwards. I will return to the current situation in Russia on this matter in the

conclusion.

As the bodies of the Russian royal family were buried, reburied, mutilated in order to be

unrecognisable and supposed never to have been found, so the history of Russia’s last Tsar and

the successes of his empire and what Holy Russia, he and his family represented to their peoples

and the whole world have also been buried, reburied and mutilated in order to be unrecognisable

under a massive web of lies and distractions and were never supposed to be found.

I have always liked history and I found it interesting. Some don’t find it interesting which is fine.

But this is the point. We are all taught history is “interesting” and yes, even that we can learn from

it; from the mistakes and successes of the past etc but we are not taught that historical events,

even ones thousands of years ago, have actual force and physical influence even today although

the empirical evidence for this is in front of our noses at every moment. It is also necessary to

remember that, as with the example of Nicholas 2 , the victors write the history and the victors in

the western world have been pretty much the same people, the same force for the last thousand

years, so we only know what they want us to know unless we research and think outside the box!

Box? What box?

Crimea! Hardly just a peace of “rational” real estate!

As the operation to save Crimea got under way I innately understood that it was a matter of the

deepest spiritual significance as well as a matter of rational justice as the population of Crimea

had never wanted to be part of Ukraine and had held many referendums on reunifying with Russia

already, all of which were ignored. I would leap out of bed every morning and turn on TV and

computer praying that nothing would go wrong with the operation. I had many Ukrainian friends at

the time who were furious, nearly all of whom I lost but I had no choice but to follow my

conscience but also something deeper. I had no idea back then, like the vast majority of

westerners, that Vladimir the Great, Founder of Kiev Rus, i.e. the founder of Russia, ancient and

modern, had been baptised into Christianity in Crimea in 988. A year later he would have Russia

symbolically baptised in a mass ceremony in the river Dniepr in Kiev. I now know that this event is

one of the most important in world history and shaped the next millennium up till our present day.

The rulers of the western world however, are and always were, absolutely aware of this fact and

the actual physical strength and energy it gives Russia to be in Crimea which explains their

historical obsession with trying to oust her from the peninsular. “Rational” geopolitical facts and

questions of natural resources are important obviously but observation would seem to show that

they come behind these historical, spiritual factors. The same applies to their obsession with

Nicholas 2  and Russia in general. The west wants Russia’s vast natural resources including

seventy five percent of the world’s fresh water supply. Oh yes; it really wants all that but

nonetheless it is Russia’s spiritual significance as, since the fall of Constantinople, the center of

world Christianity that the west most wants to destroy. I seriously believe that even if she had no

natural resources, the western elites would still have spent the last thousand years attacking her

just the same.

It is now proven beyond any doubt that the so called “Russian Revolution” was a putsch

financed by western private central bankers and governments or, what has become

known in recent years as a colour revolution.

The Bolshevik putsch was by far the most massive and difficult to achieve for the west of all their

colour revolutions past or present. A truly colossal, seventy year war of attrition fought, from

inside and out on every possible front with every kopek that they could possibly muster and create
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out of nothing (but to be payed back with interest by western and then Soviet tax payers) and

used for the funding of internal terrorist groups who would assassinate Tsar Alexander 2  and

literally countless ministers and civil servants, the creating, funding and encouraging of external

enemies such as Japan and The Ottoman Empire. The systematic subversion of education,

media, the armed forces, ethnic minorities and all social classes but being successful primarily

with the upper classes and spectacularly unsuccessful with the peasantry. The systematic

fermenting of civil unrest and the execution of false flag operations such as “bloody Sunday”. It

then took the launching of what was at the time by far the most massive and deadly war the world

had ever seen, a war in which, contrary to the western propaganda, the Russian army was very

successful especially in 1916 and was moving to victory with the planned launching of their spring

1917 campaign which of course, never happened. It took three years of this war for Russia to fall.

Indeed, Not only was the Russian revolution a colour revolution, but the French one and the

English civil war, (leading to the arrival of Cromwell in power and the creation of The Bank of

England,) were too. These illegal coup d’etats were executed in order to wrest control of the

money supply and the issuance of money from the state into the hands of private financiers. To

achieve this they have usually had to overthrow monarchies.

Nothing in the material world gives more power to a man over his fellow men than if he has

the control of the issuance of everybody elses’ money supply.

This fact has been successfully hidden from us by the tactic of creating false, opposing tribes and

ideologies who then fight each other all the time borrowing money to do so at interest from the

same private central bankers who have now gained control of our governments, educations

systems, media and in the western world, fake religions. False conflicts they have created are

Protestantism vs Catholicism. Left vs right. Socialism vs capitalism. Communism vs Fascism and

on to feminism, gender politics, LGBTism and political correctness in general. All of the above

movements were, if not created, then sized upon as useful, financed, promoted and promulgated

by private central bankers in order to divide and rule. The most recent phase of this phenomenon

through which we are still living started with the creation of the private, secretly controlled Bank of

England after the overthrow and execution of the English monarch Charles the First. Essential

viewing on this subject as it has played out over millienia can be found in William T Shill’s

outstanding (must see and study) documentary: The Money Masters.

The west abandoned Christianity with the great schism 1054. The same period that Russia

was being born into it!

Yes. I am inferring here that Catholicism, and various forms of Protestantism which grew out of it

and largely in protest to it are not Christianity. I am not trying to insult over a billion Catholics and

millions of Protestants around the world. Most of you are worshiping in innocence but: “Ye shall

know them by their fruits”. The fruits of these western perversions as I shall call them of

Christianity are: The systematic eradication of Orthodoxy throughout western Europe and in the

British Isles, after the Papist, Norman invasion of England in 1066. The burning of the Catars,

Rampant western imperialism in the form of crusades against Islam but also against Orthodox

Byzantium. An imperialism that would later result in the extermination of millions of North American,

Central American and South American Indians and Aborigines in the Antipodes. The destruction of

and eradication from history of African civilizations and empires leading to the slave trade.

Exploitation of the Indian subcontinent and its peoples. Constant war on China and the deliberate

turning of millions of Chinese into heroin addicts. Rampant pedophilia and burning of the most

beautiful young ladies as witches and the imposition of usury and fractional reserve banking on

the world. A practice forbidden by all the world’s major religions. The fruits of orthodoxy are

none of the above! Christians don’t behave like that and no orthodox countries from Russia to

Ethiopia have been involved in such systemic evil. Orthodox countries and empires have most

often been the victims of such evil. Russia, Ethiopia, Armenia and Serbia being prime examples.

Don’t believe me? If you are reading this then you have a computer and internet so don’t take my

word for it on this or on anything else. Do the research.

As more and more people began to question the dichotomy between the teachings of Christ and

the behaviour of Catholic and Protestant countries then the elites of these countries began to

promulgate the new, “progressive” idea of socialism as a “just” alternative but then turned it

against the actual Christian world instead of the rampaging western imperialist fake Christian

world which of course had given them and gives them their power over us to this day. This neat

trick would allow them to conquer The Russian Empire and The Chinese Empire which they had

not been able to do by the old fashioned means they used on Africa and the Americas.
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It is since the time of the great schism that western populations have been bombarded by their

leaders by anti Orthodox, anti Byzantine and anti Russian propaganda and the so called Russian

revolution was the culmination of nearly a thousand years of attacks on Russia. As I have pointed

out above and still contrary to popular belief, the main reason today as in the past for the West’s

war on Russia remains religious. Dutch financial elite insider and whistle blower Ronald Bernard

who was on the verge of entering the highest circle of the eight to eight and a half thousand

people who, according to his testimony, actually run the world through the usury based financial

system points out that ninety five percent of these people are not atheists, as I used to think, but

follow what he refers to as an “unorthodox” religion. A religion that is the polar opposite, the

antonym of Christianity. Insider film director Stanley Kubrik also showed us a very cleaned up

version of what these people get up to in his last film “Eyes Wide Shut” and you won’t need me to

tell you that these practices obviously didn’t start yesterday, or last year, or ten years ago or…….

On a secondary but totally interconnected level there are massive financial reasons too. By 1914

The Russian Empire remained the only major world power who’s central bank was not in the hands

of the international private central banking cabal. (The USA which had enjoyed seventy five years

of freedom from their clutches (Thanks to the truly astounding persistence and tenacity of

president Andrew Jackson – yes, the one we never learned about at school) had fallen once more

when The Federal Reserve was sneaked into existence through a bribed and half empty congress

on the day before Christmas eve in 1913.) Thanks to all that, living standards in The Russian

Empire had become much higher than those in debt enslaved Europe, especially for the lowest

paid manual workers and disposable income was considerable. Please don’t forget that everything

you have been taught about Imperial Russia is not only a lie but most of the time a one hundred

percent truth inversion.

The western banking cabal was constantly trying to get control of the central bank of The Russian

Empire and every Tsar, including Nicholas 2  was steadfastly opposed. This is the true essence

of anti imperialism! With the advent of the USSR this banking cabal was given control of its new

central bank-Roskombank by Ulyanov and Bronstein (stage names; Lenin & Trotsky). Indeed one

of its directors was a certain Max May, an employee a J.P. Morgan subsiduary company. In the

west, The USA in particular, we were all taught that communism was the enemy and the greatest

threat to our “democratic values” and “ way of life”. In reality the West put communism in Russia

(followed by many other countries too) precisely because it hated The Russian Orthodox

civilization and hated the Orthodox Monarchy and of course it wanted to control the issuance of

money in massively wealthy Russia and to have the population as a captive market for western

and not the home grown inventions and products that were outstripping even the super energetic

USA of a hundred years ago. The west’s fear of communism was “fake news”.

When the west actually began to fear the USSR it was precisely at such moments when the

thousand year old Russian world began, like new green shoots growing from submerged roots

through the slab of concrete the west slammed on top of it in 1917, to resemble the old Russia

that it was supposed to have buried forever. One such moment was after WW2; about 1947 when

Stalin and the west who had been collaborating in the first twenty years of communist rule and

during WW2 once operation Barbarossa got underway, fell out big time; almost certainly over

something concerning the founding of Israel, in which he was certainly deeply involved, although I

do not claim to know what exactly; and again in 1964 when Brezhnev and colleagues ousted

Khrushchev who had transferred Crimea to the Ukrainian SSR thus paving the way for its

inclusion into Independent Ukraine after the breakup of The USSR and thus fulfilling the western

elites’ long held desire. Obviously the same is true since Vladimir Putin became president but

especially when after six years of trying to court the west and to cooperate with it on a mutually

advantageous and respectful basis, he began to signal, most notably in 2006 in a speech in

Germany that Russia would go its own way if the west would not cooperate.

So we clearly see that it is the same financial masters of the western world attacking Russia

today who were attacking her a century, two centuries ago and further back. In some cases the

very same families. We also clearly see that they do not live in the “rational” industrial revolution,

world that they have taught us to live in. They live in, operate in a world where they know that

such an event as the baptism of Vladimir the Great in Crimea in 988 has actual significance and

real, physical energy today. We don’t! They know that the Russian Tsars were anointed by God!

The vast majority of us don’t believe that and even ridicule it! They know that the satanic murder

of the, last Russian Tsar and his family was a spiritual catastrophe for the entire world of the most

profound religious significance. Most of us think it was just a historical murder among many! They
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know what most of us don’t: that it was a catastrophe which they were behind and a catastrophe

that they are determined must remain buried for us, we the people, but a catastrophe which was

perhaps their greatest single victory over us and which has given them enormous power, energy

and impetus throughout the twentieth century. Energy and impetus which does seem to be flagging

now. Undoubtedly due to the resurgence of Christianity throughout the Russian world but also due

to growing, albeit very slowly, repentance for the murder of the Russian royal Family. Again! They

know that this repentance has absolute, tangible, physical energy which can transform our world

and remove them from power and the very idea of it burns them as holy water burns a vampire!

The vast majority of us still don’t know that and even resist knowing it! I lived most of my adult life

in the “rational” industrial revolution world and I totally understand if you are having some difficulty

in believing that the western elites live in a world of ancient symbolism and bloodlines, God vs the

Devil where magic powers are as common to them as a screwdriver is to us. I also found it hard

to accept. Just ask yourself one question. Who has all the power in this world? Us or them? Who

is constantly starting wars and revolutions? Us or them? Who is, as I write. constantly channeling

all wealth away from the people into their hands? Us or them? And then wonder why That murder

represented the triumph of man’s arrogance over the will of God. It symbolised the destruction of

the family! The Christian family and the family of all other faiths as the river of life that gives us

foundation from which to go forward as well as connection to our forebears and ancestors.

Specifically it symbolised the destruction of Christian civilization. Quite literally, the Bolshevik

putsch would result in the destruction of millions of families due to arrest of parents, summary

execution, deportations and collectivisation which resulted in huge numbers of homeless,

orphaned children on the streets of Soviet towns and cities in the 1920s an 30s. The fate of these

children is the subject of dark speculation and rumour to this day. As I mentioned earlier: this

matter remains the most controversial and difficult to deal with for the people of Russia and the

Russian world. There are a huge amount of Russian people who still believe in a general way the

lies. Then there are the two flanks of the staunchly but always totally irrationally pro western, anti

Russian Russians. One flank is “west worshiping liberals”, about whom I have already written at

length, but the other, larger and more powerful flank are the Communists, Bolsheviks. Both these

groups exhibit a virulent hatred of The Russian Orthodox Church and the Monarchy, especially

Nicholas 2 . I have been predicting for some time that they will end up joining forces as they

agree totally on what they hate and it is that which gets them out of bed in the morning, not what

they like. They are anti-, not pro-. This seems to be happening at the time of writing.

The situation in the Russian media is interesting. Over the years many, and some excellent,

documentaries have been shown on mainstream channels explaining at least in “rational” terms

the very favourable situation in which The Russian Empire found itself in at the beginning of the

twentieth century. On the now ubiquitous political talk shows which have become so popular over

the last five years and where the openness of discussion puts western equivalents absolutely to

shame, this topic remains pretty much taboo however! If it does come up, then the host usually

shouts it down or turns the conversation another way as fast as possible. I remember seeing a

show that was devoted to this on the ninetieth anniversary of 1917 and the host concluded that

he could not think of another country where events of ninety years earlier could cause such

heated argument and even intense hatred of one another. Two years ago we had the hundredth

anniversary and seemingly nothing had changed.

To coincide with the 100  anniversary a film was made, almost entirely at Russian tax payers

expense called “Matilda”. A big budget film based on an alleged affair between Nicholas 2  and a

famous actress. In reality this film was simply an exercise in prolonging and rejuvenating the

panoply of western, Bolshevik lies about the Sovereign who is now, together with his family,

canonised as a saint. Some people began protesting and most notably the hugely popular; for her

high profile role in the reunification of Crimea with Russia; Natalia Poklonskaya started a

campaign to have the film banned and also to investigate what she with her prosecutor’s legal eye

saw as the very murky financing of this propaganda exercise. The level of vitriol and ridicule she

was subjected to was truly shocking. I have recently learned that she gave interviews on

mainstream channels on her stance but that they were all pulled at the last moment. The film was

not banned but neither was it promoted and after a loss making round of some cinemas has now

sunk without trace. This represents a major victory for N.V. Poklonskaya but she paid a high price.

On the hundredth anniversary of the Tsar’s murder she proposed a minute’s silence in honour of

the holy martyrs, the former ruler of Russia and his family in the state Duma. (The Russian

parliament) About seventy percent of the deputies refused to stand. All deputies had stood to

welcome some delegates from the US Congress except Ms Poklonskaya who said “I will not stand
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for the sanctioners and plotters against Russia.” This year on the hundred and first anniversary

ALL deputies stood to honour the royal family and this was shown on prime time news

broadcasts. This marks another very great victory for Natalia Poklonskaya and for Russia and the

world.

This also shows to those who may not be aware, just how sensitive this issue still is here in

Russia. Why is this so when it would appear to be a simple question of reassessing historical

facts in the light of new evidence and accepting the results. The human psyche however proves to

be hugely susceptible to manipulation and invasion both individually and on a mass scale. As one

very learned friend said to me a while ago, “The Russian Revolution is still not over.” As famous

Russian historian and author Petr Multatuli wrote; “The level of unbridled but totally irrational

hatred which is still poured onto Nicholas 2  by some is proof that he is still a living force as

nobody hates the dead with such an intensity!”

In 2017 The Society of the Double Headed Eagle was formed in Russia for the express purpose

of undoing the web of lies by means of encouraging discussion and lectures on a local level and

publishing books, articles and video material on real Russian history instead of the western

version that was forced on the Russian world during Soviet times. They have set up offices and

promote events in multiple towns and cities throughout the country. A contact in this organisation

told me that they get no help from the government whatsoever but at the same time, the

government does not hinder them in anyway. They said however that wherever they set up in

Russia, the Communist Party of The Russian Federation is there trying to sabotage them by any

means possible, sometimes verging on the edge of legality. I was told that they have concrete

evidence that the communist party receives funding for these efforts from abroad. Yes! You

guessed it folks: From the west! In other words the communist party of The Russian Federation is

being financed by western powers just as a hundred and more years ago. I’m sure the west would

rather see the communists in power, than the current leadership today but their true nightmare is

the return of the real Russian “idea”. A return of traditional Holy Russia and of course above all:

any reinstatement of the monarchy.

Russia is rising once again like a fire-bird from the flames of the twentieth century and for more

than thirty years already Orthodox Christianity is resurgent after the holocaust it barely survived in

the 1920s and 30s . In other words, their nightmare is coming true and they are determined to

stop this at all costs. The lives of 298 innocent, unrelated people are just nothing for them. They

have killed millions after all.

Even in the statistically unlikely event that MH17 being downed on the same date is a

coincidence, it still gave the tragedy much greater energy that was ruthlessly and immediately

seized upon by the western elites as anti Russian propaganda. Although not one Russian citizen

was among the victims, it was quite literally an attack on Russia. I cannot help wondering whether

it is the spiritual significance of this black date and continuing complications within Russian

society concerning the murder of their royal family is one of the reasons why the Russian defense

in front of the huge accusations made against them has been seemingly so lackluster and

sometimes not coherent. Could it also be that the rulers of the western world knew that this would

be the case? Others have put forward the theory that Russia doesn’t want to give away

intelligence secrets or compromise operatives by saying “too much”. Time has passed now though

and intelligence moves on fast. I suspect the former is closer to the mark.

So what would, should a GENUINE investigation into what happened to MH17 be

investigating.

One fact which is clear for all of us to see, no legal training needed, is that the Governments of

Ukraine, The USA , The UK and The Netherlands, backed up by Australia, Canada and most other

NATO and EU countries are deliberately concealing evidence and hence obstructing the course of

justice in a mass murder inquiry. That is already very serious and citizens of these countries

should not tolerate this. The investigation must demand and make public the air traffic control

recordings, that the black boxes are released for international inspection and that the US satellite

info is also made public. A real investigation would have the power to interview those who were in

power at the time in Ukraine, Australia, Holland, Great Britain, The US and of course Russia.

Many of these people are no longer in office thus facilitating such a task but we all know that the

chances of this ever happening are almost zero. Those who were in charge of the air traffic

control throughout the Malaysian boeing’s ill fated flight must also be interviewed, especially the

Ukrainian air traffic controllers. There are rumours that they have all disappeared somehow. There

are of course many other technical details that only aviation and crash experts are capable of
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judging and assessing. What is for sure and hence worth repeating is that: Whatever happened

to flight MH17, would not have happened if the west had not overthrown the legitimate

government in Ukraine in February 2014 thus igniting a civil war that was always waiting to

happen in this artificially created country, as part of their never ending war on Russia. A

war that has absolutely zero benefit to any western populations but seems to be the

overriding obsession of the western ruling elites!

There were an exceptional number of families aboard MH17 and eighty children many of them

young. A family of six was lost, a family of five on the seventeenth day of the seventh month in

2014. On the seventeenth of the seventh month ninety six years earlier a family of seven was

“lost” (that “magic” number again) in a cellar outside Ekaterinburg, Russia: a massacre which was

supposed to bury the Christian family forever and Holy Russia too. Nicholas, Alexandra, Olga,

Tatyana, Maria and Alexey. Neither the Christian family or Holy Russia are buried as it turns out.

Could it be that both they and those passengers and crew of MH17 were victims of the same

force for the same reason? The murdered Russian royal martyrs are vibrant with living energy

whereas the moribund but “medically” alive “royal families” of Britain and Holland seem to be as

dead in the water as the proverbial dodo! What goes around, comes around!

Eternal memory to The Russian Holy Martyrs, to all the millions of victims of that force and

especially and including those of MH17 whose memory is still being sullied and desecrated by the

west’s continuing use of their deaths as an anti Russian propaganda tool!

R.I.P.

Appendix

In the Bible the number 17 symbolizes “overcoming the enemy” and “complete victory.” God

overcame the sins of rebellious humans when he began to flood the earth through rain on the 17th

of the second Hebrew month. Noah’s ark and its eight passengers rested on the mountains of

Ararat on the 17th of the seventh month (right in the middle of God’s annual Holy period known as

the Feast of Tabernacles).

Jesus Christ gained a complete victory over death and the grave when God resurrected him near

sunset on Nisan 17 (Saturday, April 8, 30 A.D.).

In the book of 1Corinthians the thirteenth chapter, the seventeenth mention of the word ‘love’

comes when the apostle Paul states that it is the greatest gift of all (1Corinthians 13:13). God’s

unending love (John 3:16) is truly victorious over all things. Those who stay faithful to God to the

end of their lives will gain the victory over the grave when they are miraculously brought back to

life (see 1Corinthians 15).

Sources and related reading and viewing:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1t0CkzD-Bv8  The Money Masters

Guy Mettan – Russie-Occident Une Guerre de Mille Ans. La Russophobie de Charlemagne a la

crise Ukrainienne. Now available in English and Russian

Antony Sutton – Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution.

Richard Spence – Wall Street and the Russian Revolution.

Joe Quinn – The Rise of Russia and “The End of the World”.

Peter Multatuli �	�
 "��"������ Articles. Lectures.

Ronald Bernard. Video presentations.

Researchers into MH17:

Graham Phillips

Max Van Der Werff

Yana Yerlashova

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wkDWwYk4-Ho&fbclid=IwAR3R0-

s5GF2m7jz39yyVrMgfOIP7Ne6CQoEXKKwAv4QC4Rg3gxFtaugHZfc

Metropolitan Tikhon – The Fall of an Empire The lesson of Byzantium

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1CWG-2GLU4
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Parade of German POWs through Moscow 17-07-1944. https://www.youtube.com
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Post a comment

John Neal Spangler on July 31, 2019 ·  at 2:38 pm EST/EDT

I have thought for along time that it was the CIA-SBU downing at the order of Joe

Biden, The vice President signs off on covert ops so if they boomerang the president

can always pardon the VP. The fact that it was on the anniversary of the Tsar’s

murder reinforces this. Just as the Russian airliner in Egypt was taken down on

Halloween, followed by the Paris “ISIS” attack on Friday the 13th, and the Brussels

Airport attack on 3/22, a major Satanic Holiday dedicated to The Babylonian Goddess

Ashtaroth . It seems the elites running the Intel agencies of US and Nato are into

serious occult beliefs. No doubt no Fed reserve type privately owned central bank

and the revival of Orthodox Christianity are behind the fanatical hatred of Russia the

elites are trying to propagate. look how they beat the dead horse of “Russiagate”.

Reply

Toet on July 31, 2019 ·  at 3:04 pm EST/EDT

For someone that payed attention, it’s clear what happened with MH17 and the goal

was always to discriminate Russia.

To me a few things stand out: I remember distinctly how material was edited to show

the Donbass resistance desecrating the crash site and how Frans Timmermans (FM)

commented on that. Later on, when the unedited version of these recordings were

made public and it was there for all to see how the resistance carefully handled the

remains and belongings to be returned – not a single word of excuse from

Timmermans.

I still have the photo’s that were taken shortly after the crash from the left cockpit

panel, in which a child can see the bullet holes. Easy piesy for any scientific research

to examine the holes for traces of bullets and their direction. When the question was

asked, Paulissen (JIT) smirked and denied having any such research results.

Another thing is how they denied any cooperation from Russia, when Russia was the

first to share their radar-recordings and data. At first they rendered it incompatible,

then supposedly tampered with and later they bluntly denied having had any

cooperation from the Russians.

Yet, somehow the Netherlands got a most significant part of their overseas gold-stock

back. Coincidence, I doubt it. It’s their three pieces of silver earned, for betraying the

truth.

If the Dutch government really beliefs the Russians played an active role in downing

MH17, why have KLM still fly over Russia? In their reasoning there is no difference

between Russia and Eastern Ukraine.

Reply

1
������ on July 31, 2019 ·  at 3:33 pm EST/EDT

“the same private central bankers who have now gained control of our governments,

education systems, media…”

This is the beating heart of so much injustice in the world. The central bankers’ fiat

money system is a “false weight and balance” such as God despises and which is

used to rob nearly everyone.

E-mail:

57 COMMENTS
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Reply

francis m reps on July 31, 2019 ·  at 4:24 pm EST/EDT

The actual flight plan of President Putin’s aircraft returning home from the World Cup

event { the timing of both aircraft was close } ; in comparison to the shoot down of

#117 might erase many doubts about a case of mistaken identity. Put nothing past the

Jews. Two thousand years of Jewish sponsored trouble . Like dogs ; Humans may be

the same ” Species “…..but there are many different ” Breeds “. They are a “Breed”

Apart.

Reply

Per/Norway on July 31, 2019 ·  at 4:44 pm EST/EDT

interesting and most apreciated.

Forgive me for reposting the Kyrie: Orbis Factor video, it seems only right after

reading this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E8Mf-1A6YtE

It is a beautiful prayer and kindled a interest in learning Latin for me.

Orbis factor rex aeterne, eleison

Kyrie eleison

Pietatis rex immense, eleison

Kyrie eleison

Noxas omnes nostras pelle, eleison

Kyrie eleison

Christe qui lux es mundi dator vitae, eleison

Christe eleison

Arte laesos daemonis intuere, eleison

Christe eleison

Conservans te credentes confirmansque, eleison

Christe eleison

Deum scimus unum atque trinum esse, eleison

Kyrie eleison

Patrem tuum teque flamen utrorumque, eleison

Kyrie eleison

Clemens nobis adsis paraclite ut vivamus in te, eleison

Kyrie eleison

Reply

Ed Walsh on August 01, 2019 ·  at 1:08 am EST/EDT

Stimulated and interest in learning Latin? This very unusual prayer is

almost half Greek, most particularly the repeating motif: Kyrie eleison.

This probably attests to its great age. The early Christian Church: the

liturgy, and the sacred texts, were carried on in Koine (common) Greek.

Reply

Anonius on August 03, 2019 ·  at 10:56 am EST/EDT

Ed, I hate to sound like broken record, but Latin was one of

the Greek dialects (used in Arkadia and later in Chalkidiki).

First Latino-Greek moved to modern day Italy and settled in

Kouma (Cuma in Latin) as their own place in 2000-3000BC.

Rome was established in no less than 2000BC. As opposed

to popular 700BC

Just recently one Spanish linguist said that they never

learned Latin from Rome as they were established by the

Greeks directly (as opposed to Roman-Greek cousins), to

make a point she gave an example of a word brother, which
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in Spanish is a pure Archaic Greek word as it would be used

by Homer and not Roman Latin (frater?).

Hence some people asking: “why do Spanish people sound

like Greeks when they speak?”

BTW, when Spanish king conquered the Arab speaking

southerners the found a very well preserved library of more

than 65,000 ancient Greek documents which later were

transferred to Vatican just to disappear in their dungeons.

Reply

Richard Steven Hack on July 31, 2019 ·  at 4:52 pm EST/EDT

I would just point out that Jesus was, by current accounts, a “good Jew” (but an

Essene opposed to the Sadducees and Pharisees) and while interested in altering

the dominant religious views of his country, had zero intention of forming a new

religion based on himself and with views 90 degrees opposed to his own, let alone

one that would persecute his own people for the next two thousand years.

Christianity – what the author calls “orthodox” – was formed by Paul, not Jesus, for

his own reasons. A little study will confirm this, it’s not “conspiracy theory”, it’s known

history. Paul was thrown out of Israel by Jesus’ own followers, who threatened to

murder him, so he had to be escorted out of town by a column of Roman soldiers.

This is the guy we’re supposed to believe was following Jesus – a guy who was

denounced by Jesus’ own brother? He was a Roman double agent, for Christ’s sakes

(pun intended.)

Yes, there is an attack on “Christianity” – the fake “Christianity” that was created by

Paul and Rome – the “Christianity” which oppressed the pagans and the Gnostics in

opposition to Jesus’ own beliefs. The “Christianity” that has been a major suppression

of knowledge and thought for the last two thousand years and continues to do so

today.

It doesn’t matter whether it is “Orthodox” or “Roman Catholic” or “Protestant” or

“Christian Zionist.” It’s a cult comprised of schisms and infighting and freak shows just

like every other religion. I wouldn’t advise Russia to hang its hat on that rack.

And no, I don’t believe in David Icke’s “serpent people”, either.

Reply

Yvonne on August 01, 2019 ·  at 11:07 am EST/EDT

To learn more about Christianity if you are truly interested, go to The

Saker’s site that provides resources on Orthodoxy; Paul elaborates but

Jesus is his own unique person. There’s much you’re missing. Obviously,

you’ve never read Genesis commented on with an analysis of the original

Hebrew.

http://orthodoxhistory.info/

As for Icke, the author of this excellent piece is unaware of the work of

Vigilant Citizen, no reptiles needed, perhaps Icke is diverting so he stays

alive.

But interested readers can confirmation of the occult nature of her murder

(listen to Fayed talking about her outing pedophilia in the Royal

household, note HRH Charles connection to Jimmy Savile) here:

https://vigilantcitizen.com/vigilantreport/princess-dianas-death-

and-memorial-the-occult-meaning/

Reply

Craig Mouldey on August 01, 2019 ·  at 2:28 pm EST/EDT
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I would suggest you find, read and think about what is written in a

wonderful little book, “The Lives of the Holy Apostles”. Then you can

speak after having been informed with facts of history. What you just

spewed out of your mouth is fake, phoney and false.

It would have been better if you had simply commented on the subject

rather than show up here to launch an attack against the One, Holy,

Catholic and Apostolic Church of Jesus Christ the Lord.

Reply

Riekus de Poel on August 02, 2019 ·  at 12:02 pm EST/EDT

Cant find the recommended book on Amazon

Reply

Richard Steven Hack on August 01, 2019 ·  at 5:10 pm EST/EDT

Given the responses, I rest my case – point proven.

Reply

Babuška on July 31, 2019 ·  at 5:42 pm EST/EDT

Thank You Marcus for this powerful and personal presentation of facts as you

experienced them and think of them.

I would like to add to the mix the number 71, being the number of senior rabbis that

made up the original Sanhedrin. I’m sure their full-time work continues today across

the planet as we can see the intention and political will to destroy families, health and

well-being wherever these threats to the globalists’ domination are perceived.

Reply

Babuška on August 02, 2019 ·  at 5:43 pm EST/EDT

PS I just heard on ABC Classic FM weekend breakfast the question:

“…17 boys in white surplices running around…they are the Kings College

choir currently touring…”

Their music of course, is sublime.

So maybe the 71 that comprise the elders of the Sanhedrin is the inverse

image of 17 of which we are starting to see a significance of horrifying

realities

Reply

Jean-Marie L. on July 31, 2019 ·  at 6:26 pm EST/EDT

Very intriguing; and the sources at the end of the article are welcome. Even if one

does not subscribe to the author’s specific interpretation of events, the philosophical

and spiritual framework is sound enough to start a fruitful investigation and debate.

Antichristianity is certainly the prime motor of history; but the line between Christ and

Antichrist runs through every soul; so reality is, I submit, more complex than any

model we build in order to explain it.

The Ukraine, actually, is a strategic asset in the spiritual war, not just in the military

encirclement of Russia. It is part of Holy Rus’. And when traveling there one can’t but

be struck by the importance and vigour of the Orthodox Church. Even uniates are

attached to Orthodox rites; and it is only by keeping these rites (and, as far as I can

tell, the filioque out of the Creed) that the Roman Church has been able to capture

them. So it is a strategic place where to implant such European values as abortion

and the promotion of homosexual practices.

Reply

evilempire on July 31, 2019 ·  at 6:43 pm EST/EDT
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I don’t think there can any longer be any illusions about MH17. It was cold-blooded

premeditated

mass murder. The SBU had the faked, edited audio tapes and the fabricated videos

ready to go

immediately after the commission of the atrocity and released them to the internet,

with the diseased

whore creep from Bellingcat, Eliot Higgens, acting as the point man to “discover” and

then disseminate

the fabrications.

Reply

Michel L on August 01, 2019 ·  at 12:40 pm EST/EDT

Ive been calling Higgens a forty year old virgin, as a figure of speech to

show.how out of touch the guy is to reality.

I.agree with you, pre meditaded and coordinated.

Evidence was already fabricated and released at the same time

Reply

HJ on July 31, 2019 ·  at 7:06 pm EST/EDT

That’s quite a long story about a plane that did not even crash. Just take a look at the

re-construction. That plane did not fall from the sky. Sheep well.

Reply

Larchmonter445 on July 31, 2019 ·  at 7:50 pm EST/EDT

Inane remark.

MH 17 was blown out of the sky. Contemporaneous live video and

hundreds of eye witnesses to bodies falling from the sky into homes and

yards, all prove the point. Millions of us saw the live, on-scene

broadcasts and tragic proof of the destruction of the plane and all its

passengers.

Perhaps, your mind was focused on MH 350, the disappeared Boeing in

the Malaysian-Australian waters.

Reply

HJ on August 01, 2019 ·  at 3:49 am EST/EDT

The crash site is a set up. Just look for the Youtube video

“MH17 the plane that never crashed”. Decayed and fake

bodies, fake passports. The 9M-MRC was at the gate, the

9M-MRD was found in small sawn pieces. Read the JIT

report, parts that fly back after the plane disintegrates!? No

impact on the ground. No primary radar information, because

that will show what really happened. This case stinks more

than a French cheese.

Or just believe what the media tells you.

Reply

Anonymous 2 on July 31, 2019 ·  at 9:44 pm EST/EDT

Oh, what a tangled web we weave,

When first we practise to deceive! – Sir Walter Scott, in “Marmion.”

But, when we’ve practised quite a while,

How vastly we improve our style! – J.R. Pope
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But, if we practise for a while,

We’ll get a wizard knack for guile. – Barton Whaley

Somebody’s been practising “quite a while,” and very successfully by all

appearances. As in audiences for conjurers and illusionists, few perceive the sleight

of hand.

Reply

_smr on August 01, 2019 ·  at 5:35 am EST/EDT

Oh, what a tangled web we weave,

When first we practise to deceive! – Sir Walter Scott, in “Marmion.

But, when we’ve practised quite a while,

How vastly we improve our style! – J.R. Pope

The tangled web is world wide now

and hard-coded into every living person’s soul – _smr

Reply

Babushka in Oz on July 31, 2019 ·  at 10:02 pm EST/EDT

Thank you Marcus for connecting the dots and numbers.

My parents-in-law lived through Russia being converted from an Empire led by a

Christian Tsar to a Jewish dictatorship, and I have extensively researched the life of

Tsar Nicholas II and the murder of the Holy Family. Not from western sources but from

the many autobiographies of people who knew them and from official records.

http://statearchive.ru/murder.html

I too was immediately struck by the symbolic date of the downing of MH17.

I too noted the dress uniform Prince Harry wore as being that worn by Nicholas II

when he visited Queen Victoria (the grandmother of Empress Alexandra). Wonder

what message Harry was signalling?

Reply

one minion on August 01, 2019 ·  at 1:41 am EST/EDT

That very elegant frock-coat worn by both Harry and Nicholas is, BTW,

from the Blues and Royals dress uniform, not the Royal Scots Dragoon

Guards. I’m of the opinion that whatever militaristic message Harry was

intent on signalling is pointless if I choose, as I do, to reject it.

Reply

Petrel on August 01, 2019 ·  at 9:16 pm EST/EDT

Post Imperial Britain has been merging regiments wholesale.

Prince Harry’s uniform is clearly that of Nicholas II. The

regimental museum, in Edinburgh, Scotland features a rich

portrait of Nicholas II in dress uniform. Also, the regiment has

supplied a copy of Nicholas II’s uniform to his royal palace in

St. Petersburg — where it was delivered with a marching

band and is now on display.

Neither the regiment, nor the Russians have forgotten

Nicholas II !

Reply

sean the leprechaun on August 01, 2019 ·  at 8:23 am EST/EDT

The Russian Tzar and the English king where cousins or such, European

Royal inbreeding and all that. Harry was just tipping his hat to an old
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reletive.

Reply

one minion on August 01, 2019 ·  at 10:40 am EST/EDT

He, Harry, is not the brightest spark, evidenced by his

bewilderment at his brainchild PR exercise of the Invictus

Games for wounded servicemen (amputees etc) being

sponsored and funded by the big arms conglomerates and

thus attracting very well-deserved criticism.

Victoria refused asylum to Nicholas and family when, in dire

need, they requested it. So much for the blood ties, a hat tip

is the best they will ever get.

Reply

Petrel on August 01, 2019 ·  at 9:03 pm EST/EDT

Queen Victoria and her son, King Edward, were

long dead in 1917. The 1917 refusal was made

by King George V.

Reply

tmwns on July 31, 2019 ·  at 11:36 pm EST/EDT

Mr Godwyn … Before I get any further into an article which looks profoundly

interesting and well researched, I have a small bone to pick with you. The fact is I

tripped over something reminiscent of a racist slur in the second paragraph. To wit

«whether they can tell us anything about the true nature of those who are the actual

rulers of the Anglo Saxon world and The EU and whether they have a secret, hidden

agenda» Permit me to forward to you my translation into English from the judicious

French entry on wikipedia concerning the term «Anglo-Saxon» cf. infra.

«Currently, there is a tendency to use the term “Anglo-Saxons” in a somewhat familiar

way to refer to English-speaking peoples from Great Britain, including those from the

United States, English-speaking Canada, Australia and New Zealand, although most

of the English-speaking inhabitants of these countries are not or are no more

ethnically Anglo-Saxon, that is to say, from England or more widely from the United

Kingdom. A clumsy use of this term, popularized by the English newspaper The

Economist, could therefore be misunderstood by these populations. In addition,

historians, supported by the work of geneticists, have shown that Germanic groups in

England had become involved with the Celtic natives (particularly in Yorkshire, where

a Celtic language was perpetuated quite late). Later, this region, along with other

parts of England, was subjected to extensive Dano-Norwegian settlement in the Viking

era. Later, the conquest of England and a part of Great Britain by William the

Conqueror gave rise to a strong migratory flow from the continent (especially from

Normandy) to this country which profoundly marked the island society (institution of

feudalism, constitution of chivalry in the dominant classes of society and chivalrous

values, typical of the continent, introduction of monumental Norman architecture). The

language itself has been profoundly altered, so if old English is sometimes called

Anglo-Saxon with some relevance, this is no longer the same for the English medium

which follows the conquest and which knows no other qualifier, so much is the

influence of the Norman and the French obvious. The term Anglo-Saxon has played a

comparable role in the countries that claim this origin to «our ancestors the Gauls» in

France, the founding myth of modern nationalism. The idea was to base national unity

on an ethnic notion». Translated from : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anglo-Saxons .

I was born in London, lived in Britain for thirty years and spent the next forty years

exiled in France. Nothing galls me more than to hear, in the French and English

speaking worlds, this slovenly use of an expression which in every sense of the word

is as much an anomaly as the anachronistic and mischievous use of ‘antisemitism’, I

recommend turns of phrase like Anglo-Zionists, Atlanticists, Anglosphere etc. With a
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surname harking back to Harold II, née Godwinson, (circa 1022-1066), a keen

falconer and the last the last crowned monarch of Anglo-Saxon England, you yourself

should be ashamed of your intellectual sloth in this matter. Now having got that off my

chest, I promise I will go on to read your article, the subject of which, relating to the

evil deeds of Victoria Nuland and her Jewish neocon relations and associates

reminds me of the following quote :

«You must understand, the leading Bolsheviks who took over Russia were not

Russians. They hated Russians. They hated Christians. Driven by ethnic hatred they

tortured and slaughtered millions of Russians without a shred of human remorse. It

cannot be overstated. Bolshevism committed the greatest human slaughter of all time.

The fact that most of the world is ignorant and uncaring about this enormous crime is

proof that the global media is in the hands of the perpetrators […] A state of war only

serves as an excuse for domestic tyranny». Aleksandr Solzjenitsyn (1918-2008).

PS Regarding what you say about Catholicism and Protestantism you may need to

update yourself on the Judeo-Freemasonic infiltration of the Apostolic Church with

Vatican II and, if you can read French, grab a copy of Youssef Hindi’s Occident &

Islam Tome II : Le paradoxe théologique du judaïsme Comment Yahvé usurpa la place

de Dieu. Published by Éditions Sigest (2018). For your benefit I’ve taken the liberty of

translating a large part of what’s on the work’s back cover :

«Far from questioning monotheism, this is an unpublished historical account of the

hijacking of the monotheistic idea by a group of Hebrews who saw fit to adopt and

impose upon the people of Israel a divinity which was then unknown to them, Yahweh.

who after a slow process, replaces El, the God of Abraham (Ibrahim), the Patriarchs

and the Prophets. Contrary to popular belief, the Hebrews did not invent monotheism,

but some of them misappropriated it. This is what Youssef Hindi demonstrates, by

tracing the origin of the belief in One God to the most remote Antiquity. The inquiry

leads to the very beginnings of history, at the two ends of the Fertile Crescent, from

Sumer to Egypt, passing by Canaan.

He reveals written evidence of a belief in God, One and Universal, prior to the Torah

by more than a millennium. Alas the monotheism, present in the original Torah, was

perverted by the confusion between a tribal god, Yahweh, and the Universal God, El.

This usurpation gave birth to Judaism and its theological paradox : the

universalization of a tribal god, with historically devastating consequences.

In Occident et Islam Tome II : Sources et genèse messianiques du sionisme ; De

l’Europe médiévale au Choc des civilisations Published by Éditions Sigest (2015),

scholarly Youssef Hindi explores medieval Jewish esoterism and goes way beyond

ground covered by Shlomo Sand, Nesta Webster and Douglas Reed, regarding the

transitology behind the Russian and French revolutions, inspired by the English civil

war, hoisting Oliver Cromwell into power and, with the creation of the Bank of

England, leading the way for Sephardic merchants behind the likes of Amsterdam

based Rabbi, Menasseh ben Israel, to conduct their usurious, exceptionalist and

actively messianic business rituals overtly, opening the door almost immediately to

the vigorous financing and boosting of European colonialism and the transatlantic

slave trade. Here’s a translation of the contents :

Whoever wants to understand the today’s world situation world must go back to the

original sources of the currents of ideas underlying the great historical movements.

Ideas that drive the action of proactive minorities that make and break history. In this

work, Youssef Hindi reveals to us the mystical origins, hitherto unknown, of Zionism

and the strategic doctrine of the Clash of Civilizations. Ideologies that direct, first and

foremost, the peoples of the East and the West, and in fine Humanity at large,

towards essentially perilous paths. Going back to the thirteenth century, we discover

how the project of the “repatriation” of the Jewish people to the Holy Land was born

despite the prohibition of the Torah and the Talmud. Here we see how this messianic

dream took shape to be fulfilled from the end of the 19th century in an atheist

ideology, political Zionism.
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Le célèbre Sutton Hoo casque, VIIe siècle https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grande-

Bretagne_post-romaine#Royaumes/ .

Reply

Anonymous on August 01, 2019 ·  at 4:15 am EST/EDT

But what about the ‘Sabbatarian’ infiltration of Reformed ‘churches’ in the

Anglo-Saxon realm? About the ‘British Israelites’ which openly declared

that the Anglo-Saxons are the direct descendants of Israel? Historically

the Anglo-Saxons were the first to succumb to judaization. What a

fantasist book like Youssef Hindi’s has to do with it?

Reply

tmwns on August 01, 2019 ·  at 10:18 am EST/EDT

Reply to Anonymous : https://thesaker.is/mh17-the-number-

17-nicholas-2nd-and-the-western-ruling-elites-1000-year-

war-on-christianity/#comment-677371 .

«But what about the ‘Sabbatarian’ infiltration of Reformed

‘churches’ in the Anglo-Saxon realm ? About the ‘British

Israelites’ which openly declared that the Anglo-Saxons are

the direct descendants of Israel ? Historically the Anglo-

Saxons were the first to succumb to judaization. What a

fantasist book like Youssef Hindi’s has to do with it ?»

What in heaven’s name are you talking about ? The English

Benedictine Reform or Monastic Reform of the English

church (Cf. https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/English_Benedictine_Reform ), the late tenth century

religious and intellectual movement near the end of the

Anglo-Saxon period ? Or the Protestant or Europeean

Reformation – a movement within Western Christianity in

16th-century Europe that posed a direct challenge to the

religious and political authority of the Roman Catholic Church

and papal authority in particular (Cf. https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Reformation ) ?

Either way I can make no sense of your comments.

You are missing the essence of the points I was making

about (a) the contemporary misappropriation of the term

Anglo-Saxon, (b) Yahweh’s supplanting of El as the

monotheistc deity, (c) the medieval roots of of Political

Zionism and of (d) the ‘Clash of Civilisations’ manufactured

by Bernard Lewis and his disciple Samuel Phillips Huntington.

Youssef Hindi – who like Pierre Hillard has had his wikipedia

entry banned for ‘blasphemy’ – writes intelligibly about the

latter three subjects and there is no call for you to insult

someone about whom you seem totally ignorant. If you

understand French you can fill in the gaps in your knowledge

by consulting nodal réinformation websites like PANAMZA |

L’info subversive (www.panamza.com/) and Egalite et

Réconciliation ( https://www.egaliteetreconciliation.fr/ ),

founded respectedly by Hicham Hamza and Alain Soral and if

you want a really good laugh try Dieudonné M’Bala M’Bala.

Saint Paul politicized and dejudaized Christianity. Possibly

the satanic politicization of the Christian faith began well

before the Great Schism of 1095 (Cf.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East–West_Schism ). While the

incipient judaization of Christianity had preceded the
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martyrdom of Sir Thomas More (Cf. https://fr.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Thomas_More ) and the Cornish and Devon Prayer

Book Rebellion or Western Rising (Cornish : Rebellyans an

Lyver Pejadow Kebmyn) in 1549 (Cf.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prayer_Book_Rebellion ) these

events provide markers to what leads to Oliver Cromwell,

Christian Zionism, la finance apatride, la monothéisme du

marché, etc.

I take this opportunity to thank and congratulate Marcus

Godwyn on a text which plumbs the depths of the spiritual

and geopolitical crisis confronting the world, through a prism

taking in a broad spectrum of events with hope struggling to

emerge from a phoenix like Russia and a possibility that Iran

won’t be attacked.

Although the Epstein affair makes this chance, at times, look

uncomfortably slim …

Reply

Anonymous on August 02, 2019 ·  at 4:25 am

EST/EDT

You did realize that I was talking about the

English Protestant Reformation (indeed we

should add the Scots), which spawned all the

judaizing sects, Puritans in the first place, who in

America are pure Anglo-Saxons, the WASPs, the

staunchest defenders and promoters of ‘Zionist’

interests all over the world. They hate the

Russians.

Reply

milan on August 01, 2019 ·  at 6:57 pm EST/EDT

@ tmwms,

Your quote from Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn reminds me of yet another that

needs refreshing in the minds of readers:

“The confession of General Cornwallis to General Washington at

Yorktown has been well hidden by historians.

“Jonathan Williams recorded in his “LEGIONS” (WORK), 1781, that

Cornwallis revealed to Washington that “a holy war will now begin on

America, and when it is ended America will be supposedly the citadel of

freedom, but her millions will unknowingly be loyal subjects to the Crown.”

Cornwallis went on to explain what would seem to be a self contradiction:

11

“Your churches will be used to teach the Jew’s religion and in less than

two hundred years the whole nation will be working for divine world

government.

That government that they believe to be divine will be the British Empire.

All religions will be permeated with Judaism without even being noticed by

the masses, and they will all be under the invisible all-seeing eye of the

Grand Architect of Freemasonry.”6

Reply

milan on August 01, 2019 ·  at 12:03 am EST/EDT

Hooorrray for Marcus, thank you very much for this. One question however, why no

mention of KAL Flight 007 which I always considered very suspicious especially when
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I learned who was on board?

Larry McDonald a distant relation of none other than George Patton? More

significantly when you look at his history in congress it leads to a big HMMMMM?

Consider:

During his time in Congress, McDonald introduced over 150 bills, including legislation

to:

Repeal the Gun Control Act of 1968.

Remove the limitation upon the amount of outside income a Social Security recipient

may earn.

Award honorary U.S. Citizenship to Russian dissident Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn.[23]

Invite Russian dissident Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn to address a joint meeting of

Congress.[24]

Prohibit Federal funds from being used to finance the purchase of American

agricultural commodities by any Communist country.

Create a select committee in the House of Representatives to conduct an

investigation of human rights abuses in Southeast Asia by Communist forces.

Repeal the FCC regulations against editorializing and support of political candidates

by noncommercial educational broadcasting stations.

Create a House Committee on Internal Security.

Impeach UN Ambassador Andrew Young.

Limit eligibility for appointment and admission to any United States service academy

to men.

Direct the Comptroller General of the United States to audit the gold held by the

United States annually.

Increase the national speed limit to 65 miles per hour (105 km/h) from the

then-prevailing national speed limit of 55 miles per hour (89 km/h).

Abolish the Federal Election Commission.

Get the U.S. out of the United Nations.

Place statues of Booker T. Washington and George Washington Carver in the

Capitol.[25]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Larry_McDonald

As you can see I don’t think certain people took to kindly to a number of bills, correct.

I imagine if he had instead welcomed a ^%$$%  ̂to address congress instead of

Alexander would he be alive?

Why is it that anyone who tries to do the right thing politically in the US ends up

dead?

Lastly, there is no mention whatsoever of the Gog and Magog show from Ezekiel 38

and 39 which the Western expression of the Church has believed since about WW1

refers to Germany and Russia. A prophecy I might add fuels or fueled rather the

existence of a reborn Israel. In my experience this is a dreadful and serious mistake

of biblical interpretation and it must be stopped. One should see book Lies, all Lies by

Gerry Fox for an excellent exegesis on the subject.

in any case 17? Yep do you think someone is sending a message or what? Wow!

Reply

Alfred (Cairns) on August 01, 2019 ·  at 12:43 am EST/EDT

Is there a Russian translation of this article anywhere? I would like to forward it and I

am sure lots of Russian-speakers would love to read it.
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Reply

Bill Osborne Jr on August 01, 2019 ·  at 12:46 am EST/EDT

I found this to be a very informative uplifting read.

Reply

Nussiminen on August 01, 2019 ·  at 1:02 am EST/EDT

”Everything we have been taught about Nicholas 2nd and the so called ’Russian

Revolution’ is a massive lie! The USSR was The Russian Empire under western

occupation!”

Sounds interesting. Sure, we all know that Stalin was a full-fledged monster devouring

infants en masse for breakfast but it becomes, shall we say, a little complicated

suggesting that the CPSU was a Western quisling government when Stalin:

a) is damned forever in the West

b) is held in high regard in Russia

As for Nicholas the 2nd, he was happily sacrificing Russians en masse to please his

”Western partners” in WW1 who had Russia by the balls through debt obligations.

The death of the Czar and his family was the least heinous piece of violence at that

time, mind you.

Reply

Anonymous on August 01, 2019 ·  at 6:09 am EST/EDT

The murder of the Tsar was always applauded by the Zionists.

Reply

Nussiminen on August 01, 2019 ·  at 9:23 am EST/EDT

It’s applauded by me too, mind you. The reign of Nicholas the

2nd surely comes across as something of a Western

Occupational Government, 80 years before Yeltsin.

Reply

Anonymous on August 02, 2019 ·  at 6:16 am

EST/EDT

When you hear a bird quack like a duck…. I’ll call

this bird a duck.

Reply

Nussiminen on August 02, 2019 ·  at 12:24 pm

EST/EDT

I understand the need to reply with emotion but

please refrain from personalizing comments.

You could have phrased your thoughts without

an attack

.When you hear an anonymous spouting empty

platitudes, I call that anonymous a gaping void.

Reply

Anonymous on August 01, 2019 ·  at 1:08 am EST/EDT

This is really fascinating and all true, but for the moment KISS (keep it strait and

simple).

The first reports of the investigating team led by Michael Bociurkiw stated that parts
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of the fuselage were pocked marked by what looked as ‘very, very strong

machine-gun fire’ and that they haven’t seen any example of missile. When the ‘serial

number’ of the Buk missile was suddenly discovered, it was demonstrated that it

belonged to a missile that was in the dotation of the Ukrainian Army since 1986.

Also, there was immediate suspicion that Kolomoisky was involved (he is on record

quipping that they were targeting another plane, so why so much fuss!), suspicion that

was revived by the recent remarks have of Mohammed Mahatir who has “drawn

attention anew to the mysterious circumstances around the downing of Malaysian Air

MH17 in 2014 and the potential role of Kolomoisky and others, in that. The role of

corrupt Ukraine officials backed by the Obama Administration, is now under scrutiny”.

But yes, the real perpetrators are the same ones who murdered the Royal Martyrs

and some millions of Russians.

Reply

Little Black Duck on August 01, 2019 ·  at 2:31 am EST/EDT

Fantastic essay and I don’t think you used the J word once.

That probably won’t help getting this out there where it belongs.

Reply

arosa2 on August 01, 2019 ·  at 11:03 am EST/EDT

More about MH17 here

https://ria.ru/search/?query=MH17

https://www.ferryhouse.ag/der-fall-mh17-kennt-privatermittler-josef-

resch-die-wahren-taeter/

Reply

gT on August 01, 2019 ·  at 4:12 am EST/EDT

Excellent, excellent, excellent article. And yes, it seems the order to kill the Tsar and

his family came from the Western sponsors of Communism. Though it is described as

a mere reaction to the approach of the White Army here, those higher up in the

hierarchy probably did attach higher significance and relevance to it than the ignorant

foot soldiers at the lower levels did.

https://irishsavant.blogspot.com/2019/07/russia-commemorates-romanovs-

but-not.html

Reply

M Droy on August 01, 2019 ·  at 6:17 am EST/EDT

“The US has steadfastly refused to make that data public.”

More than that – the US has steadfastly refused to make that data available to the JIT

– in fact they have never even told the JIT the launch site, which would have made

investigations a whole lot easier (if it had been a rebel launch).

Reply

Anonymous on August 01, 2019 ·  at 6:36 am EST/EDT

Six years ago the “German government’s Ministry for Family Affairs encourage

parents to sexually massage their children as young as 1 to 3 years of age. Two

40-page booklets entitled “Love, Body and Playing Doctor” by the German Federal

Health Education Center (Bundeszentrale für gesundheitliche Aufklärung – BZgA) are

aimed at parents – the first addressing children from 1-3 and the other children from

4-6 years of age.Six years ago in Germany a publication produced by its In Germany”

See: http://www.eutimes.net/2009/06/germany-and-eu-to-legalize-pedophilia-

and-with-it-child-pornography-as-well/  Read the whole thing: It’s simply staggering
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In the wider context this is all very much part of a Grand Strategy for the control and

enslavement of large population centres around the world. Perhaps the most

frightening description of this strategy is an interview that took place between a

journalist at Rense and Harold Wallace Rosenthal in 1976. Mr Rosenthal is the

assistant to a prominent US Senator. Here’s an excerpt:

“We Jews continue to be amazed with the ease by which Christian Americans have

fallen into our hands. While the naive Americans wait for Khrushchev to bury them,

we have taught them to submit to our every demand.” Asked how a nation could be

captured without their knowing it, Mr. Rosenthal attributed this victory to absolute

control of the media.

He boasted of Jewish control of ALL NEWS. Any newspaper which refused to

acquiesce to controlled news was brought to its knees by withdrawing advertising.

Failing in this, the Jews stop the supply of news print and ink. “It’s a very simple

matter,” he stated. Asked about men in high political office, Mr Rosenthal said that no

one in the last three decades has achieved any political power without Jewish

approval. “Americans have not had a presidential choice since 1932. Roosevelt was

our man; every president since Roosevelt has been our man.” This is very ‘in your

face’.

Read the whole thing. http://www.rense.com/general66/rosen.htm

But the last ‘off the record’ conversation when the tape recorder is switched off,

about ‘god’s chosen people’ is profoundly spine chilling:

“We are god’s chosen people . . . Most Jews do not like to admit it, but our god is

Lucifer — so I wasn’t lying — and we are his chosen people. Lucifer is very much

alive.”

Interestingly Mr Rosenthal died in mysterious circumstances in the same year he

gave this interview, during the famous Raid on Entebbe ( https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Operation_Entebbe  – although no mention of Mr Rosenthal here.

And that my friends is what we’re up against. Pure, simple evil.

Reply

Yvonne on August 01, 2019 ·  at 11:10 am EST/EDT

The link to the occult murder analysis of Princess Diana is here, in case I forgot to

post earlier:

https://vigilantcitizen.com/vigilantreport/princess-dianas-death-and-memorial-

the-occult-meaning/

Again, she was outing pedophilia, and called into question the monarchy’s legitimacy,

was in love with Dodi Fayed, Muslim and/or Dr. Kahn, Muslim. So not at all tin foil hat

time.

This piece is superb; makes sense of much of history.

My piece on the occult and Epstein posted today at LewRockwell.com, also see my

recent post on this site:

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2019/08/yvonne-lorenzo/epstein-q-anon-a-match-

made-in-cyberspace/

Thanks team Saker.

Reply

Yvonne on August 01, 2019 ·  at 2:02 pm EST/EDT

Marcus, let me say this is superb work but a sad commentary on the state of

humanity, at least the ones actively seeking out and serving “the prince of this world.”
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Well done.

See The Vigilant Citizen site link below on HRH Princess Diana so that you can ignore

the questionable (reptilian people) David Icke.

Also note this story, how FBI, in other words Fedgov and its banking masters will

attack “conspiracy theories” so it’s great this site is in Iceland but will they seek

active blocking? Very worrying and infuriating.

https://www.yahoo.com/news/fbi-documents-conspiracy-theories-terrorism-

160000507.html

Netflix had a dreadful pornographic docudrama series about Czar Nicholas, I

suspected a hatchet job with all the so-called experts like Simon Seabag Montefiore

from Britain. The truth will out. Thank you again.

Thank you again.

Reply

Kouros on August 01, 2019 ·  at 8:04 pm EST/EDT

I would recommend to anyone and everyone to get through the long work of reading

Thomas Mann’s masterpiece “Joseph and his brothers”. Of interest are the raving

hallucinations of Jacob on his death bed and the vision for the chosen ones…

Reply

Petrel on August 01, 2019 ·  at 8:46 pm EST/EDT

Several years ago, commenting on the “re-organization” of the Ukrainian military to

expunge tradition, The Saker noted that no military unit is stronger than its tradition.

Well, who knew that the caps of Royal Scots Dragoons bear a black line to

commemorate the 1917 murder of a particular Dragoon — Colonel Nicholas

Romanov? Furthermore, the regiment opens formal dinners with three anthems:

1. The royal anthem,

2. A special anthem for the Prince of Wales,

3. The Imperial Russian anthem.

For the last 102 years this regiment has honored their most distinguished colonel.

Reply

James Peppercorn on August 01, 2019 ·  at 11:18 pm EST/EDT

Hi Marcus,

I really appreciate your article long as it was. The significant fact that the people of

our earth (both east and west) must somehow understand is that we live in a world

that is being ruled by Luciferian’s posing as angels of light.

The reason why no politician will ever change anything for the better is because no

politician will ever get into a position of power unless, they already belong to one of

the many secret societies or, have been somehow compromised and therefore,

controlled by these powerful satanists.

I don’t believe that true Christianity was ever meant to be a ‘religion’ of any type but

the Holy Spirit of God resides in every individual who repents and accepts the

sacrifice that Jesus made on the cross of Calvary and who believes that he rose from

the dead.

I have no antipathy of the Russian church in any way but I do believe that Jesus

operates outside the confines of organised religion of every ilk.

Jesus said that he would send the spirit of truth and I believe that his Holy Spirit is

that guiding light of truth that whomever has his spirit in their hearts will know the truth

and that truth will set them free.

I do agree though that Christianity is the enemy of the power elite.

The same people who conspired to kill Jesus and still trying to stamp out his flame of
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life, light and truth from Pentecost to this very day. The light in the west is almost out

now, it is dimmed down flickering at best. Whereas the light in Russia is starting to

blaze away again. That is miraculous considering and truly wonderful.

The Luciferian’s are the real enemy and they hide in plain view. Usually in suits. I

don’t believe in lizard people like David Ick describes. I think he’s a little mislead

although his intention may be good. The enemy is spiritual that manifests itself

through people who make their choice.

Everyone has to make that choice of what they believe and who they serve because

at the end of the day it all comes down to who you worship.

Reply

David Barneby on August 02, 2019 ·  at 7:31 am EST/EDT

I have believed from the start that Ukraine forces shot down MH17 . The fact that the

US boasted that it’s satellites covered the area, that the knew exactly what

happened. Then never a word of their findings, only that Russia did it without any

evidence. I think the most likely motive might have been a belief that plane carrying

Putin was expected to fly over. Ignorance and poor communication being a factor.

When the US and EU were trying to help Ukraine, that they should shoot down a

passenger plane causing the loss of so many lives, risked undoing everything the

west had been striving for , hence a major cover up, but the actual casing of the

missile with serial number is an important give away, it certainly was not fired from a

BUK brought in from Russia that would have had it’s own up to date missiles. It is

ridiculous to suppose a BUK and crew was brought in from Russia just for this

operation, how could the know the precise timing. The BUK in Transit was

photographed but the location has been identified, not on the road to Ukraine. The

families of those who died are being lied for political expedience.

Reply

ioan on August 02, 2019 ·  at 3:37 pm EST/EDT

Hi Marcus, good reading, indeed, I hope this will be continued in time. Telling the truth

about past events which impacted the human kind in so many ways, from east to west

and from north to south, is a very complex task for sure, for entire generations have

been blinded, in many cases turning them against each other. Many historical

documents are classified till date, nobody can have access to them (most probably

only a limited number of people – this is also an interesting point in itself). Knowledge

of Truth means power and having that monopoly in the hands of a few…well,

everybody knows what that means and what are the consequences. On the other

hand though, how much are the humans prepared for an event, when all kind of

historical truths would be left out from the bottom of that bottle ? One can argue – and

it seems logic – that in today’s global informational world, in the age of world wide

web, a lot of information is to be found. Yes, that’s true, but the monopoly powers also

know that very well, using the same network to manipulate people with half truths

combined with total lies, add to this the free expression of individuals who push their

own ideas without any evidence and backing. So, where is the truth and what is that

Truth ? The Truth is – and it has to be – backed by evidence. The evidence is real,

laying in secret libraries, huge amounts of documents. I can imagine the headache of

those who would have to open these sources : what to expose, how much to expose,

where will lead such an exposure ?

Reply

Slobodan Cekic on August 03, 2019 ·  at 6:15 am EST/EDT

Good thinking and I can nothing but agree. Still, it is almost impossible to bring down

an organized state with a rebellion, unless it is very weak on it’s legs. That goes for

the Russian Empire in the XX century, and for the England of the 17th century or

France of the 18th. We should not forget this.

The civilized societies are based on the egoism, a definition of evil in any religion.
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When the egoism overcomes the inbuilt societal counterweights, like it invariably

does, the breakdowns and revolutions are on the horizon. Exactly that is happening to

the west right now.

The social order underwent changes measured in centuries, like the feudalism and

bourgeois society, but there are longer cycles as well. The ancient Egypt and China

were agricultural states, and the western Europe has been built on the mentality of

nomadic herders. The Frankish state has been a peak of that social order, warrior

and plunderer mentality governing it. What came later is a natural development on

that grounds.

Now the warrior – plunderer society is going finally down, after a couple of Millennia

of development. The mundane astrology talks about the precession ruled ages, where

the equinox point wanders through the constellations. In the times of ancient Egypt, it

was the Taurus, then come the Christian-Nomadic societies in Pisces, and now

comes the Aquarius, the great change. I would not throw the astrology away just like

that, without consideration.

With or without astrology, the nomadic plunderers have given what they could, and

are now exiting the scene. The time has come for something new, better and different.

Reply

Lumpenkönig on August 03, 2019 ·  at 11:16 am EST/EDT

The author wrote:

“Indeed, Not only was the Russian revolution a colour revolution, but the French one

and the English civil war, (leading to the arrival of Cromwell in power and the creation

of The Bank of England,) were too. These illegal coup d’etats were executed in order

to wrest control of the money supply and the issuance of money from the state into

the hands of private financiers. To achieve this they have usually had to overthrow

monarchies.”

I respond:

Although the campaign to rehabilitate the last Russian Tsar and the Russian royal

family is admirable, abolishing the private central bank should be the main focus. The

Russian monarchy once stood in the way of the Anglo-Saxon plan to privatize the

Bank of Russia. Which groups in Russia are working to prevent the re-nationalization

of the Russian central bank? Re-establish a government-owned central bank and the

debates regarding perceptions of the last Russian Tsar would become pointless.

Why doesn’t Putin lead the charge to nationalize the Russian central bank?

The heir to the Russian throne was educated at elite schools in England. He chooses

to live and work in Brussels. Do the Russian people want to restore the monarchy? If

this were to happen, then where do you think the allegiance of Grand Duke George

lies?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_Duke_George_Mikhailovich_of_Russia

Has anyone noticed that the British monarchy has never pushed to have the private

Bank of England nationalized. Why would they bother. The British royals and the

British financial elites such as the Rothschilds belong to the same satanic church.

Why else would the Queen stand silent as the Church of England is destroyed from

within:

https://virtueonline.org/church-england-appoints-lesbian-partnered-relationship-

head-interim-director-ministry

Orthodox Christianity is resurgent? I really want to believe this. However, I will be

convinced only after I stop seeing advertisements for Russian mail order brides.

Russian women still have a notorious reputation for celebrating extremely

promiscuous lifestyles beginning as early as age 13.
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ALL NEWS SOUTH FRONT WATCH SCOTTS SANDBOX SELECT CMMT CAFE NON MSM NEWS

Natalia Poklonskaya? Is this person setting the moral example for all of Russia? We

all do stupid things. However, I would like to think she is cleaning up her act after this

photo:

https://twitter.com/neontaster/status/779352467586691074

When will the Russian people finally understand that the western elites wish Russia

ultimate harm?

Reply

Nussiminen on August 03, 2019 ·  at 5:18 pm EST/EDT

”When will the Russian people finally understand that the western elites

wish Russia ultimate harm?”

They understand that. That’s why Putin and his Government has a mass

base. It’s the Ukros and the rest of Eastern Europe’s Honorary

Euro-trash that refuse to learn what the West’s ”Elites” think of them, and

that’s not really Russia’s problem, LOL.

As regards the campaign in favour of the Romanovs, Nicholas the 2nd

specifically should be seen for the traitor that he was — albeit more due

to gross ineptitude and his marriage with a piece of Euro-trash than

sheer malevolence. The Bolsheviks were 100% correct killing off the

Romanovs — the latter having sacrificed Russia and her people in WW1

to please the Czar’s ”Western partners” which Russia was heavily

indebted to. If the Bolsheviks were in the service of Western finance,

what did they do to deserve Western enmity and the unstinting support of

the Russian people? To this day, Stalin is held in high regard in Russia.
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